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III. Modern Electronic Technioues Apolied to Physics and Engineering
A. Studies Leading to the Design of a Microwave Accelerator.
Sthff: Prof. J. C. Slater
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Mr. d. E. Van Valkenburg
Problems which recuire study before one can aoply microwaves to the
acceleration of electrons ana protons are:
1. The prcblem of couling energy from a magnetron into a high Q
2. The operation of many magnetrons into a cavity system such that
the )roper RF phase relationships are maintained between the several rnagnetrons.
3o The coupling of many cavi.ties together so that the coupled cavity
system will be excited in one desired mode.
4. The problem of space and phase focusing of charged particles
accelerated in a system of coupled cavities.
A systematic smady has been becun of these problems separately with
the woal in mind of a linear tyoe accelerator in the hundred million volt -egion.
It would be hoped that suca a device would have advantages over cyclotrons, beta-
trons, and synchrotrons in cost of constriction and ease of utilizing the final
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which these problerls are being attacked, and the results so far obtained,
1. A tunable high power maFnetron operating at a wave length of 10.7
cm. and pulsed at two microseconds has been coupled to a cavity with unloaded Q
of 16,000, To prevent moding difficulties in the system, loss was introduced in
series with the cavity such that 30% of the total available power from the
magnetron was fed into this loss. The magnetron then locked to the cavity, and
with about a mezawatt of peak power produced, the electric field generated in the
cavity was such as to produce a peak voltage of 2.2 million volts between top
and bottom of cavity. The height of cavity was 5 cm. It seems reasonable to
asse, then, that when a fina2. assembly of cavities is made, it will be possi-
ble to couole energy from a magnetron into this system.
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trons have been coupled in parallel and fed into a matched load, Phase-locking
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has been built. it is hoped soon to send this elertron beam through the cavity
describea above and to study oroblem.s of phase and spaceo focusing with this gun.
L 'T B. Ultrasonics Research Program.,
Staff: Dr. C. Kittsl
Dr. N. , Edlefsea
Dr H. 3, Huntintaon
'r. J. X. Gait
Mr. J. R.. Pellam
The purpose of the ul'rasonics research program is to develop the
a~,plicaticns of radar technioues to the study of the mechanical properties of
solids, liulds and gases at high fr-.quencies. The two principal technical
devciopments in radar are connected with pulse technique and microwave power
suprlies. Pulse technicus apolied to altrasonic work enables the convenient
and accuIate measurement of the velocity and absorption of sound wavcs in
dif'erent media, and to the possibility of detecting inhomogeneities in
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rag ,(n in the acoustic spectrum between the frequency limit of pre-war studies
at soout 100 megacycles and the lower limit of thermal vibrations at about
10C,300 megaycles. This wor: is associated i- nart with the work of the
Acouet2cs Laboratory under Profs lorse aaid Bolt.
(1) ADlication of Pulse Technioues to Ultrasonic 1MeasuirEnents
The iaea in the determinstion of acoustic properties by pulse
meaiurements is to measure on a radar range 3cope the elapsed time between the
app..ication of an electrical pulse to a quartz crystal sound transmitter and
the 'ime the si -nal is returned to the transmitter from a reflecting plate. The
simal strength is also measured. From The elapsed time and the round-trip
distance the velocity of sound is computed. From the variation in signal strength
with distance the attenuation is computed.
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the oer output of this ayete 1 aI {t i l cc1parl "ith -hat can be cbtained
from eCbh ube individuall y has ye- o be nmade.
3. A study is being mad of frequency and shurt resistance of re-
e cran-t vities of such dimensions as to be suitable for orot n as well as
elcron acceleration. 2Mode cecaration in a lcn system of coupled cavities is
beinag studied as well as methods of shifting mo.des in frequency.
4. An electron gun capable of producing electrons with eaergies up
btc 0 kv is being assembled, and an analyzer for studying electron energy spectra
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The velocity and absorneion of jounrd at 10, 15, and 30 mec in
various related organic liouids are be ng ~easured to find the correlation with
the chemical structure of the liouids. Ecuiient units designed for use in
radar trainers and in supersonic delay lines have been used in making the
measurements. Velocity measurements are made to an accuracy of 5 parts in
10,000 and absorption to 2 parts in 100, in favorable cases. The best previous
absorption measurements are only reliable to about 50 oarts in 100, so that the
pulse method is a particularly important tool in absorption measurements. Thus
far eleven liouids have been studied. This work is beina reported on at the
Cambridge meeting of the American Physical Society and at the New York meeting
of the Acoustical Society of America.
Equipment is now being designed for the purpose of studying the
acoustical properties of liouefied gases, including liquid helium. The low
temperature phase of liouid helium (Liouid Helium II will be particularly in-
teresting because of its property of superfluidity and zero viscosity.
Some work has been Ldone on the possible application of acoustic
echo-ranging to the plotting of brain tumors. This is being carried on with
the advice of Harvard Medical School.
A student of Professor P. W. Bridgman of Harvard is being trained
in the laboratory as a oreliminary to a measurement program on the acoustic
properties of matter under high pressures. This program, to be carried out at
Harvard, will utilize pulse methods at pressures up to 100,000 atmospheres.
(2) Ultrasonics at Microwave Frecuencies
It is planned to try to drive quartz crystal transducers at both S
and X band frequencies. The S band work is somewhat further along. Here a 750
kilowatt pulsed power system is used, employing a rotary gap modulator with a
one microsecond pulse at a repetition rate of 400 per second.
Three possible ways by which vibrations may be detected are being
studied:
(a) A cartridge containing a piezoelectric crystal with a fundamental
freouency of 30 me is inserted in the flat side of a wave guide. To one side of
the crystal a fused quartz rod is soldered. When the cartridge is placed in the
side of a tapered wave guide (tapered to obtain high electric fields across the
crystal) it may be possible to set up vibrations which will be transmitted
through the fused quartz and then reflected back to the crystal, which in turn
will send a radar wave down the guide to the receiver.
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(b) Optical examination of the cuartz rod for di fraction effects,
when excited either by a wave guide or a resonant cavity.
(c) A cavity has been dssigned similar in some respects to a T-R
cavity in which the above cartridge may be inserted. It may be possible by
measurements of the Q of the cavity to determine whether the crystal can be
set into vibration.
Equipment has been set up at X-band which makes both high and low
power r.f. signals available at this frequency. It is expected that it will be
possible to scale to X-band any successful S-band transducer design which may be
evolved,
A theoretical program on design considerations for transducers at
microwave frequencies has made considerable progress. An analysis has been
carried out on the problem of producing ultrasonic energy by coupling a piezo-
electric crystal into a resonant cavity, and driving the crystal at a high over-
tone of its natural freouency of vibration.
It turns out that the calculated rate of production of sound energy
for a voltage of one volt across a one cm thick crystal is about 8.8 x 10- 5 watts
per so. cm. per sec, assuming that the piezoelectric mechanism of quartz is
maintained at microwave frecuencies. A study of equivalent circuits shows that
the maximum power output occurs for critical conditions of mechanical loading
of the crystal. For example, if the crystal fills the entire gap between the
condenser plates of a resonant circuit it will impart energy most efficiently
if the specific acoustic impedance of the test specimen is 0.07 of that of
quartz. By leaving a gap between the crystal and the condenser plates the value
of the critical loading may be varied at will.
III. C. High Speed Oscilloscope and Manetron Moding
Staff: Mr. 0. T. Fundingsland
Mr. D. F. Winter
(1) High Speed Scope. This project was initiated under Radiation
Laboratory auspices - in October, 1944. The need for an instrument to measure
times of the order of milli-microseconds became evident during an investigation
of the abnormal behavior of magnetron oscillators in pulsed radar systems. In
Particular there seemed to be some correlation of the occurence of cathode
soarkinw (and rf moding) in magnetrons which were subjected to voltage pulses
whch roduced late current rise t esf der of x seconds. 
Thewhich nroduced plate current rise times of the order of Z x 10 seconds. The
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t.ime measurement waz an cxtrao3iLtio of the range of measurements then possible
by c-nolicated means inherenty subject to errors.
The accurate measurement of "'leading edge" effects. was hindered by
the scopes then available in two major ways: (1) sweep speed and (2) writing
speed. The first limitation was removed by employing specially designed sweep
circuits, the second by using a cathode ray tube built by A. B. DuMont in col-
laboration with the Radiation Laboratory, In an experimental test set-up sweep
speeds of greater than 100 inches per microsecond and writing speeds upwards
of 30() inches per microsecond have been obtained.
At present, progress is being made on the construction of two cabinet
models of this fast sweep scope. It is hoped that the first of these two dcopes
will be completely tested and ready for experimental application by April 15,
1946. With present disposition of manpower the second scope is expected to be
comoleted about Septcmber 15, 1946.
(2) Proposed Research. The new high-speed scope offers the possibility
of measuring high voltage and high current pulses which have durations of the
order of a few hundredths microsecond and rise times of the order of millimicro-
seconds. However, pulse attenuators of present design are not adeouate for
pulse, shorter than 0.1 microsecond. Our preliminary objectives are to develop
improved attenuators *bich will cause minimum disturbance of the pulse generator
circuit, to devise improved methods of matching attenuators to cable and scope,
and to obtain a cuantitative evaluation of the fidelity of pulse response,(or
videc freouency response) of the overall vieing system. Ultimately, when the
characteristics of an improved viewing system have been determined, it would prove
desirable to perform brief survey tests with magnetrons, gas discharge tubes, etc.
to determine the applicability of such direct viewing technioues to various problems
in p7hsics and engineering.
A series-compensated R-C voltage attenuator has been conceived which is
expected to cause less disturbance of a pulser circuit than conventional capacitance
dividers. Also, the use of an L-R compensating network at the cable input offers
the- possibility of an improved video match to minimize cable reflections. Tests -
vill be made to determine optimum values of these circuit parameters.
Direct pulse measurements of the characteristics of various samples
of vieving cable should be made.
It may prove necessary to modify the design of R-C differntiators
for voltage rate-of-change measurements and of coaxial current viewing resistors.
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Certainly the response of these aztera:ors . ai their C .~rbLane of the .'Lse
generator circuit should be investigated for short oulse conditions.
Simultaneous measuremerts of v-ltage and current orulses and of
the t une derivative of volt&ge should be made to obtain cross-checks of the
severql types of attenuators. This should be done with rapidly rising pulses,
probab.y with a magnetron load.
A 15 kv pulse generator w1.ll1 be adapted to give rapidly rising pulsea
at the L000O ohm impedance level, and the various types of attewmators will be
calibra°zed and tested on both resistance and magnetron loads.
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IiI, Da. iect ronic s aman ... ""i
Staff: Prof,, A, n vi~cI
Mr K. Boyer
1Ar L. Davis
Work il iander wav on threa =mjor det.cAon problems encountered i.n
nucTlear ractionn, namely:
le Detection of gamma aid beta ra2m ar. measiremfl nt of their
2, Detection of heav charged prticlees in high b~~kgrounds and.
measurement of their energy.
3. Detection of neutrnns.
In general., the design objectives are ahort resolving tines (best
prcbabha minimum = 0,2 micro sec.) and fast recovery time to permi- high back-
grour da. High pressures will be used with the moei penetratig rlation to increase
the icnizing efficiency, and high fields to keep collection time shor . lectro
collEction with high gain linear arpliflJers la to be used thro.ghout -o eliminate
the problem of slow positive ion collection. This m-thod has been tested on standard
counters and has been found *o oe)zetce satif:ctorily-
Gamma Ray Datection. A parallel grid propo'tional counter has been built
for tha detection of gnma and bta rpy and in P ,erAbgng preliminars tests
It opxer.tes satisfactorily in the ion&ation cha.ber region iith alpha rys bue.
tests 1i the proportional range are vaiting coantnution of a prLfi r for the
filling gas. Thia chamber is designad to operate u-, to twenty atmosphere pressureo
Investigation of its operation as a Gbiger counter will alec be investigated.
Heavw Particle Detection. A pr-icin multiple plate chamber using
parallel geometry for detection and enera- Leasurement of heavy charged particles
will be ready for test this week.
Output pulses proportional in am~rlitnde to thespecific ionization a't
three separate intervals along the prth ar, obtained from the chamber. These three
output. are amplified and compared in a ciroait ao that an output pulse is obained
only wh'en the ionization has a predetermined valu at each of the three points
selected. That is, the Bragg curve of a psa ticle to which the counter 4will respond
an be det into the counter,
The pressure in the chamber is adjusted so that the path ends at the
proper point and the 3rage curve is eetermined by two attenuator settings.
This device is expected to b- very useful in such experiments as deter-
mining the number and energy of protons protaced when a target is bombarded with
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a deuteron beam in the cyclotron. There is also a possibility of using it to
detect low mass mesons.
A single multiple plate ionization chamber, using cylindrical
geometry, has also been constructed and is being prepared for tests.
High Veloeity Electron Detectors,. The methods described for
measurement of heavy charge particles are not applicable for electrons as their
light mass and corresponding high velocities result in very sparse ionization.
The use of preasures so high that window thickness would exclude the electrons
would be required. Work has been done elsewhere using silver chloride as a
detector in the dark at liquid air temperatures (requiring periodic reactivation),
The detection in this case is performed through a process similar to the photo-
conducting process.
Dr. F. C. Brown of this Laboratory has done work on the photo-
electric properties of silicon crystals at room temperature, finding a rather
high efficiency in the short infrared. It is hoped that by using these crystals,
measurement of electrons may be possible, if the energy requirement per electron
production is sufficientlvy low to offset the higher noise figure. Both effects
are expected, but which will be of the larger magnitude is not'yet known. The
high drift velocity (400 meters per second) as measured by Dr. Brown and the high
density of a solid are very vital factors in a detector for electrons.
V Neutron Detectors. As the denuteron-neutron reaction is one of the
more probable occurring when deuterons are the bombarding particles, an instru-
ment to detect the number and energy of neutrons is of prime interest, Neutrons
can of themselves cause no observable effects on matter, but secondary processes
such as collision recoil or nuclear reaction can be observed. An instrument
for measurement of neutrons of energy in the one-half million volt to twenty
million volt range is being constructed. By measuring the ionization produced
by a hydrogen nucleus struck by an incident neutron the energy of the neutron
may be found if collisions in the forward direction only are considered.
Glyceral trystearate that has been vacuum distilled is plated onto
a thin metal plate by a vacuum evaporation process. This is the source of the
hydrogen nuclei. When incident neutrons strike this material the protons travel
through a collimator (to obtain forward motion only) into the high pressure
ionization region. The total charge collected by the plates of the ionization
chamber is amlified as a pulse and amplitudes selected by a pulse height discri-
minator. In this way the nunber vs. energ7 curve for neutrons may be determined.
The chamber is now comnleted as well as the vacuum distillation
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apparatus and the evaporation chamber. The circuitry is completed and high pres
sure gas purifiers are now being awaited. , Use of charged particles and a 1/4 micro-
second pulsed X-ray tube will be used to determine electron attachment and drift
velocities (collection time). Mr. Bridge of the Cosmic Ray Research Group will
give us considerable help on this phase of the nroJect as they are inter.sted in
the use of high pressure eqipment for cosmic ray work. Vacuum equipment has
been assembled to evacuate the distillation ainaratus, the evaporator, X-ray tube,
and the chambers for pure gas filling,
The use of high pressures (200 atmospheres) will necessitate rather high
collection voltages so that less than one microsecond collection time may be
encountered. This requires the construction of an r.f, power supply similar to
that used in ther RCA electron microscope but of lower current drain. The supply
will be oil filled and give 100 microamperese at 40 kv. with less than one milli-
volt ripple. Parts for such a supply are now being collected.
The use of ,,ulsed cyclotron with slow neutron- counters for measurement
of Telocities under one-half million volts is being considered but will not be
started until the need is felt.
III E, Measurement and Control of De-ionization Time in Thyratron.
Staff; Mr. F. M. Verzuh
Prof. H. , E dgerton (Adviser)
The initial stages of this work were devoted to thp construction of the
experimental set-up and the associated measuring equipment such as resistance-
compensated dividers, constant-temperature bath, etc.
The most satisfactory arrangement for measurement of de-ionization time
(hereafter referred to as td) is shown below;
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The thyratron TI in the figure is the tube under test.. Applicaion
of a variably-delayed triggerto the grid of T1 initiates the discharge of a
constant pulse of current from the PFN, through the non-inductive load and T1.
At some later variably-delayed time, a trigger is applied to the grid of T2
(charging tube). This allows the network to charge up. By sufficiently reducing
the time interval between application of triggers, a point is reached at which
time de-ionization of T1 has not been completed and T1 goes into continual con-
duction. The time interval between cessation of conduction in T1 and the mini-
mum time t2 at which plate voltag may be rsapplied to T1 without it going into
continual conduction in defined as the de-ionization time of the tube.
Preliminary me.-surements were confined to the bydrogen thyratrons
3C45 and 4035, The value of td is dependent upon aplied grid bias, thyratron
current, grid circuit parameters ant gas pressure. The value of td for the 3045
varies from 2 - 24 microseconds depending upon the above factors, Similar tests
i
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on the 4035 geve values of td ranging from 10 to 40 microseconds.
In order to consider the effects of the nature of the enclosed gas
upon td, various mercury thyratrons are under test. I n this case an accurate
control of the condenivation temperature of the mercury, which governs the gas
pressure, is essential to minimize erratic behavior. A constant-temperature
oil bath is used for this purpose, The value of td for the PG67 varies from
30 - 50 microseconds. Other tubes which have been tested are the KU627 and the
FG17.,
Some of the remaining factors which strongly influence the value of
t are the electrode geometry and orientation. specifically, the grid-anode
distance, grid-cathode distance, areas of electrodes, the grid hole radius and
the volnse of the plasma discharge. There is some question as to the best
approach in the evaluation of the effects of these parameters. Commercially
available tubps provide some information on this; however, it seems that experi-
mental tube, in which only one variable, e.g. grid-cathode distance, is varied
would best provide qcantita&tve_ data which may be intelligently interpreted.
It is felt that this method of measurement of td under dynamic con-
ditions is superior to methods which are essentially static condition measure-
ments. The obvious similarity of the above circuit to that used in line-type
modulators is evident, and therefore the value of td thus obtained should be an
accurate indication of the maximum operating frequency of the thyratrons.
III. F, xperimentation in Photoelectric Spectrophotometry
Staffs Dr R3. Chance
Apparatus is being developed for the measuremnent of a change of
intensity of absorption at 380 and 42,0 with the response speed of 0.01 see.
and a sensitivity of one part in 105. This apparatus is to be used for bio-
phvsical experimentation on the mechanism of reaction of enzymes re.ponsible
for cellular respirntion. But the apparatus design requires a careful study
of the limitations of highly sensitive photoelectric methods, and is, there-
fore, useful for general experimentation along these lines. The various aspects
of the research follow:
Spectral Intervals. The spectral shift to be measured represents a
30 P shift of a band 50 p wide at nearly constant intensity, Mpasurements are
then ma'de differentially by balancing the outputs obtained from two spectral
intervals, enc.h approximately 30 p wide and centered at the wavelengths corres-
ponding to the initial (380 jt) an4 final(420 1) positions of the absorption band,
Corning glae. filters give spectral intervals of desired width with a reasonable
optical efficiency,,
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Light Source. ComparativU tpsts have oeen ma1da of ths uitability
of tungsten and mercury are sources for this purpose Under a particular set
of conditions, the light output from a Westinghouse S-4 mercury arc was approxi-
matelay 3 times that obtained from a type C-8 exciter lamp, Operation of the
tungsten filament at 5M greater than the rated voltage will give a light output
roughly equal to that obtainable from the 100 watt mercury arce A reasonable
life is expected, suitable for the experimental conditions. It is hoped in fur-
ther experimentatton to use the 1 kilowatt water-cooled arc and also the Western
Union Zirconium arc lamps. On the other hand, the stabilization of the intensity
of these sources is not as straightforward as that of the tungsten filament.
L&&ht Source Stabilization. The sensitivity required cannot be obtained
from a light source operated from unstabilized power lines. A straightforward
method of stabilizing the light intensity is by photocell control. A breadbcard
model of this has been based upon the amplifying circuits of the next section.
The spectral characteristic and high intrinsic sensitivity of the S-4 surface
make it highly desirable for these purposes. No attempt has been made to employ
electron multiplier photocells in place of the ordinary high vacuum type, as the
published figures on photo-sensitivity for the multipliers is roughly 1/3 that
of the ordinary type. As sufficiently large light intensities are used to make
the intrinsic ohoto-sensitivity the limiting factor and not the thermal agitation
noise of the inut circuit, the ordinary tubes are more suited to these needs.
Amiplification Techniques, A survey of available amplification tech-
niques has been made. Direct coupled amplifiers have been rejected because of
two important difficulties: (1) drift (2) flicker or "island emission" noise.
While considerably improved circuits are available for d.c. amplification, drift
rates on the order of several vr/min are the best presently obtainable. For
operation at the desired value of sensitivity and bandwidth, the full scale
output must correspond to a signal of 10 microvolts, thus giving a drift equal
to the full scale in several minutes. The other cansideration, flicker noise
in the first stage, would reduce the resolution obtainable by a considerable
factor.
For this reason, carrier amplification schemes have been tested, first,
using the Brown Converter at 60 aps. bicause of its established stability, and
later employing direct modulation of the photocell supply voltage at higher
carrier
frequencies. Satisfactory 60 cyelef~amplifiers have been made having noise levels
which are roughly in accord with the theoretical values in view of the input
impedance and bandwidth emplqyed. For example, peak noise voltages of 0.2 ?V
were obtained with a bandwidth of 40 ope. For these purposes plug-in types of
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subminISture tube iamlifiers and tt.ino eective ccui have been enmoye~'
Performance Datae No d'ata 'Lave been obtained withi the coumplete
apparatue operating at peak performance, bit sever-l fragmentary bitl of inforo=
mation give some indication that the desired end may be achieved. For e-romple,
a breadboard: light control circuit and -?hotocell amplifier operating at the
desired spectral intervals hap. given an overall dr' t rate measured at the
output of the photometer corresponding to 1 part in 13,000 per minute. It is
believed that the required factor of improvement of- may be easily obtained
by more carefully built apparatus, as these experiments were made with InadQquate
electrostatio shielding and improper control of the' bandwidth of both the
measuring and light. control circuits. The signal to noise ratio under these
conditions permitted an intensity discrimination of' one part in 60,000.
Swamry. A sensitive p~hotoolectric spectrophotomezer operating
differentially between the bands of 380 and 420 ; is under construction. With
preliminary designs of light control and measuring circuits using type C-8
exciter lamp, a sensitivity of one part in 60,000 and a stability of 1 part in
13,000 per minrte of the differential intensity between the two spectral. int-er-
vale was- obtainable. ]Piture work is directed towards the completion of an
engineered design of the present apparatus and the investigation of more intense
light sources.
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III. G. Liquid Filled Chamber to be Used in the Photograrhinp. of Very Wich
5ergy Ionizing Particles
Staff: Dr, V. H. Bostick
she preeminent utility of a high pressure Iilon cloud chmber in
studying the creation and decay of mesons an, 7 p ocint' nroCeC*9e in common
knowledge to physicists acnaainted with cosmic rays nnA nrul'snr rhenomnro. 9ho
building of a high pressure cloud chamber is a difficult, expensive and time-
consuming engineering feat.
The aim of this particular project is to cret;e in a liaiud bubbles
of gas or vapor along the path of an ionizing particle, thereby rendering the
path of the particle visible. A liquid filled chamber designed to accomplish
this process will be called,, for lack of a better name and because of the aptness
of the colloquialism, a "fizc chamber."
The various proposed schemes for creating the bubbles have been des-
cribed ia a hectsgraphed note entitled 51,s 0u~Mber, W. H. Bostick, December 16,
1945. The apparatus which is now being built is designed to reduce suddenly
the pressure on a liquid by opening a valve which permits the air- (at atmospheric
pressure) above the liquid to flow into an evacuated chamber. It is hmped that
the bubbles may be formed of the liquid's vaoor rather than by gas comina out of
soluvion, because the former process obviates the necessity of redis.-.olving gas
in the chamber before aach successive releate of pressure. The apparatus has
now been in the shop for wo weeks and the machine-work is about one-third completed.
Obviously, if the number of ions formee in the liouid by ioni2ing
particles are to be a large percentage of the total number of ions in the liquid,
the amount of dissociation in the liquid must be vanishingly small. The conductivity
of normal hexne given by the International Critical Tole~a i's 0'< 1. x 10 18ohma!cm
and it is stated that the conductivity is reduced when the chamber is covered by
a "lead mantli." At 760 mm Hg pressure normal hexane boils at 680 C, and at 186 mm
pressure, it boils at 20 C. The chamber which has been designed in this project
will provide a sudden change in pressure from 760 mm to about 75 mm, It is hoped
that the liquid hexane will vaporize along the path of ioni7ing cosmic ray particles
which penetrate the chamber approximataly coincident with the release of pressure.
A clearing field will, of course, be used to clear the chamber of unwanted
ions which are formed during the time between pressure releases.
Pending the completion of the machine work, library work is being carried
out. Two interesting German papers hpve been uncovered on the embryonic build up
III H. Synchrotron Project
Staff: Prof. I. A. Getting
Mr. B. Battey
Mr. J. S. Clark
Mr. B. Cork
Note: This project has been transferred. (with personnel) to the
Laboratory for Nuclear Science and Engineering.
A joint venture for the production of high energy Beta and Gamma rays
was set up by the Electronics Laboratory and the Laboratory for Nuclear Science
and Fngineering -- January 1, 1946. A study was made of the known and suggeted
methods for producing high enerrg electron beams. It was concluded that the
induction generator, commonly referred to ns the Betatron, was the most successful
existing piece of equipment. However, the high cost of such a machine for extremely
high energy particles, 300 mev and above, and the difficulty resulting, from radiative
losses at energies in excess of about 200 mev, indicated the desirability of
investigating the Synchrotron. The Synchrotron, suggested independently by V. Veklaer
in the Journal of Pysics, USSR, 9, 153, 1945, and E. W. McMillan in the Physical
Review , ,143, 1945, showed promise of attaining energies of the order of one
billion volts and costing less to manufacturs. Therefore, it was decided to develop
and build a Synchrotron.
A, design figure of 150 million electron volts was chosen rather arbitrarily,
representing a reasonable compromise between the usefulness of the device and thecost
of the first development. A preliminary design figure indicates that this requires an
AC magnet weighing approximately 30 tons and' a 12,000 kva condenser bank. The orbit
diameter is one meter at a magnetic field of 10,000 gauss. A high frequency
oscillator at 95 me is required as the primary source of power- for the electron beam.
it is estimated that approximately 2 kw will be required at this frequency.
The following points have been reached as of March 15, 1946:
1. The design constants of the magnet have been settled.
2. Drawings and specifications of the magnet hnve been prepared and
submitted to two companies for bids.
3. Permission to use Room 24,041 for the inctallation hAs been
obtained.
4. Modifications of the room hnve begun to provide office space and
a concrete mat 20' x 20", 1000 lbs. sq. foot loading.
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5. Measnrfrments have been madu on two types of cavities at 100 mc.
6. A decision vwas made to 'Zise a single tube tr4ore in an oscillator
similar to the light-house type of cavity oscillator.
7.' bani of condensers originally intended for use by the Army in
night aerial photography has been s .ecured (through the efforts of
Prof scr 3dgerton),
3. A steel ?ack with enclosurn and cooling facilities has been
deoigned and contractd for.
9. Work h&s began on the desin of self-.synchronous timing circuits.
10. AT tnvestigation has be-en ~tartad on the use of ignitrons for
controlling Aingle c1ycle operation3 involving the flow of .000 amp. at
l? kv,
On or about March 1. 1946, a dea sion was rerched between Profes ors
Strat;on, Director of zne E2Ieuro-es iZ;abo raory; and Zacharias, Director of the
Laboratcry for Nuclear Scifence an Sngineering that the natare of the project
fitted more closely into the program of tze a-boratory :or Thclear Science and
Engineering' TheraTfre, the project wpa tranafe-red wholly to the Jurisdiction
of that laboratory
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